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Abstract—Robotics for human rehabilitation consents to
respond on open challenges and opportunities to integrate
engineering concepts into human service. This paper
presents a modular and reconfigurable robotic device
focused on ankle rehabilitation tasks. The proposed
configuration guarantees the rehabilitation progression and
torque assistance during the ankle exercise, avoiding any
potential disturbance. The design has been guided by
patients’ requirements and ankle motion. The kinematic,
dynamic analyses and the mechatronic model are proposed.
The hardware in the loop strategy was adopted and
validated using a number of simulations. Finally, the device
was validated through a set of experimental tests. The
obtained results confirmed the theoretical and simulation
models, thereby highlighting the potential effectiveness of
the proposed system for ankle rehabilitation. 
Index Terms— robotic device, kinematic analysis, applied
mechanics, control strategy

I.

INTRODUCTION

Medical treatments aim to augment the motor
functionalities of limbs [1, 2]. State of the art has
demonstrated that a subject may progress the own motion
dysfunction with a rehabilitation program [3-5]. The
therapy is so successful as it sustains the joints movement
through passive training activities [6]. The errorless
learning is an usual application of rehabilitation-driven
treatment. In this way, the application of robots for
rehabilitation and functional improvements has produced
an increasing interest of scientific community. Robotassisted strategies may provide a number of advantages
guaranteeing the range of motion and avoiding
inappropriate movements. This study presents a prototype
for ankle rehabilitation. It has been designed focusing on
the integration of human joint movements with machine
architecture for robot rehabilitation. Starting from the
patients’ requirements and an assessment of ankle motion
analysis, this paper introduces the kinematics, the motor
models and the control keys for the device progress. In
any robotic rehabilitation equipment, the changes in joint
motion are taken into account considering the structure
motion and the desired increased range of ankle motion
that can be fulfilled through the use of a device.
Smart therapy automaton with precise limb training
features is required in stroke rehabilitation context.
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Numerous procedures and prototypes have been
industrialized and can be allocated in walking and joint
mechatronic systems. For example, Lokomat [7]
architecture comprises a gait rehabilitation, a patient
weight support and a treadmill. Alex device [8] is a
motorized orthosis with hip and knee actuators, whose
force regulator furnishes support to the patient as needed
for gait training. Lopes exoskeleton [9] is an active
exoskeleton machine that can perform specific gait
exercises. In this way, a further device is Pneumatically
Operated Gait Orthosis (POGO) [10] that is based on
pneumatic cylinders on each leg positioned between the
pelvis and ankle joint and ReWalk [10] wearable system
powered by a backpack battery. It is controlled by a
simple wrist-mounted remote which detects and enhances
the user's movements. An alternative rehabilitation
system field focuses on joints movement. NeXOS [11] is
customized for home-users and his peculiarity is the webbased approach, TEM [11] is a specific device for range
of motion in hip/knee joints. KAFO is a pneumatically
power-driven system [12], which permits the tailored gait
training with electric control. An active knee recovery
machine can furnish variable force by electrorheological
fluid as described in [13]. Another knee mechanism,
Akrod showed by [14] research, is based on a linear
motor and kinematic methodology. Other interesting
prototypes are reported by Saglia et al [15]. The system
for ankle rehabilitation with 2 degrees of freedom (DOF)
foot pedal can achieve dorsi-plantar/flexion and
inversion/eversion of ankle exercises under position
control for patient-passive exercise mode or under
admittance control for patient-active excise mode.
Rutgers University [16] matured a 6 DOFs ankle
rehabilitation robot based on Stewart platform driven by
pneumatic actuation, where a force instrument was used
to setting torque feed-back generated between patient foot
and the foot pedal. Yu et al [17] shown a 3 DOFs cabledriven parallel automaton for ankle therapy. The
mechanism design ensured that the mechanism can fit the
ankle axes and rotations. Girone et al [18] elaborated a
mechanism based on Stewart platform that permits an
assisted ankle rehabilitation using two pneumatic
actuators and torque sensors. Yano et al presented a legshaped robot of two 2 DOF manipulators equipped with
footpads that guarantee movement of feet [19, 20]. Yoon
et al produced a reconfigurable ankle machine to cover
several recovery isometrics tasks [21]. Instead, Dai et al

introduced parallel devices with a dominant support for
ankle [22]. Moreover a number of exoskeletal structure
were matured. Jeffrey et al [23] built-up a powered ankle
foot orthosis. Delaware University [24] industrialized a
wearable exoskeletal ankle rehabilitation robot to assist
dorsiflexion/plantarflexion
and
inversion/eversion
training. Hong et al [25] introduced a 3 DOFs ankle
rehabilitation robot, which consisted of the parallel serial
chain to assist dorsiflexion/plantarflexion, and
inversion/eversion training. The summary of the existing
state-of-the-state rehabilitation machines can be found in
following table 1. State-of-the-art highlights a broad
range of valid solution. Nevertheless there are still many
points to be investigated to optimize the trade-off
between therapy effectiveness and system automatization.
One of above mentioned open points is the control effect.
Many control methodologies are utilized for
rehabilitation machine. First requirement is the design of
a position or force regulator, needed to present
compliance into human-robot interaction [26]. This
automaton has the task of guiding limbs in a predefined
trajectory [27]. Another control technique is used to
synthetize the trajectory in a orthosis [28]. The subject's
limb is guided on aimed trajectories. Taking the benefit
from the control precision and reaction, a robot can
achieve active-passive movement [29]. Authors intend to
present an economical and detailed controlled mechanism
with satisfying performance on limb joint therapy.
Through the implementation of mechatronic knowledge,
an electrical actuated mechanism is designed for precise
ankle recovery.
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II.

MODULAR AND RECONFIGURABLE MECHANISM

Safety is one of the most important requirements in the
automated rehabilitation. For this reason, it is essential to
take into account the maximum range and maximum
speed of joints flexion. The specifications are considered
as boundaries of the desired trajectory, as they must
ensure that motion and speed will not exceed users
sustainable level. The constraints for robot control in
terms of movement range of motion are for hip flexion
from – 1.0 to 1.0 radiant, for knee from – 1.2 to – 0.1
radiant and for ankle flexion from – 0.9 to 0.6 radiant [9,
30, 31]. The proposed solution, able to perform the
desired trajectory, is shown in Fig. 1. The modular
configuration is composed by motor, electronic system,
signal instrumentation and control architecture, plus
mechanism which includes an auxiliary part, necessary to
adjust to the diverse heights of patients. In proposed
solution, the patient is seated in front of the device, due to
the focus on ankle rehabilitation task. The modularity of
solution allows setting the system in many different
manner in order to respond to further therapies, e.g. gait
rehabilitation with patient suspended, knee rehabilitation
with patient supine.
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performance, an adaptive regulator is validated. Besides,
the assembly can be tailored to the diverse statures of
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As the ankle moves in sagittal plane, one degree of
freedom (DOF) is developed but it is still adequate for the
majority of the scenarios. In order to increase the
awareness of system and cooperating perturbation

Figure 1. Device scheme.

The actuator is a direct current (DC) motor and
gearbox. The gearbox is connected to DC motor to extend
torque and decrease the speed rotation. Precise voltages
provided by motor drivers can control DC actuator by
adapting the module of PWM (Pulse-Width-Modulation).
The signal processing instrument consist of current sensor
components, optical encoders and a data acquisition
element. The first ones permit the measurement of the
current of DC motor, composed by a standard 0.01 ohm
resistor and a precise instrument amplifier. The second
ones measure the real-time position of the DC motor and
in this way the position signal estimates the speed of
motors. The usage of a commercial data acquisition
system is needed, so that data can be acquired by the
closed-loop. The data acquisition card controls the value
of speed and current and sent them to controller for real
time feedback. In this way PC is able to run the control

strategy and to grant a human-robot interaction for
therapist and subject. The functional connections of
system components are illustrated in Fig. 2.
The starting point is represented by the therapist tasks
to measure and set the rehabilitation trajectory using the
interaction interface on PC. Then medical supervisor
defines the range of motion exercise or gait physical
activity and the rehabilitation database parameters like
the joint angle and time of task [32]. At that point, the
robot system is working and each chosen joint follows the
desired trajectory.

cycle. In particular they are a function of the gait cycle.
Angle and payload constraints are used to determine the
specified workspace boundary
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Figure 3. Linkage model

Figure 2 System description.

The output of actuator is accurately adjusted, when
motor drivers control DC motors. Inputs of actuator
drivers are pulse width modulations determined by
control approach and sent to actuator drivers by the data
acquisition element. The velocities and positions of
actuators are measured by the photosensitive encoders as
long as the currents are estimated by the current sensor
modules. The data of velocity, position and current are
monitored and these feed-back are sent to control scheme
for the adjustment of pulse width modulation. Thus, a
closed loop control structure is setup entirely.
III.

MODELING AND VERIFICATION

According to the proposed solution a mathematical
model was developed. The complete architecture was
composed by kinematic, motor and control perspective.
Kinematic scheme explains the linkage among the
mechanism and ideal joint trajectory. Aim of the motor
model is to describe the principle of energy conversion
from electricity to kinetic energy. In conclusion, the
control model drives the correction to servo actuated
device from the effect of perturbations.
A. Kinematic and Dinamyc Model
There are several techniques for dynamic formulation
of multi rigid machine: Lagrange, Newton-Euler, Kane
and Hamilton concept. The most used ones for controller
design are Lagrange and Newton Euler [33-36]. Lagrange
formulation is a derivation of Newton-Euler theory but
concentrates on the study of energy of the full structure
while the aim of Newton-Euler equation is to analyze the
component. The proposed mechanism has been
synthetized on three segments representing the foot
system (from hallux to ankle joint, ϕ3), the leg (from
ankle to knee ϕ2) and thigh (from the knee to the hip ϕ1).
Fig. 3 highlights the way in which the anatomical angles
of joints in the sagittal plane can vary during the gait

Authors selected the method of Lagrange to found the
kinematic prototypical of proposed mechanism. Since the
principal movement occurs in the sagittal plane, only
kinematic representation in this plane is subjected to
analysis. Lagrange equation is given by:

LF  We  Wp ;
Ts 

d  L

dt  i

  L
  
  i

(1)


;


(2)

Where We stands for the kinetic energy of structure;
Wp represents all the potential energy and the Lagrange
Function LF. ϕi is the general position and ϕ́i the speed. Ts
is the junction torque. We and Wp can be expressed as:
3

We   mi  g  yi ;

(3)
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where mi represents the mass of connection; Ii stands for
the inertia of rotation; g is the gravity, and (xi, yi) is the
center of gravity position of connection i-th. The
stationary basis, O (0,0) represented in Fig. 3 is adopted
as coordinate origin. In line with the geometric function,
the coordinate of position (xi, yi) of each connection can
be stated as
i 1

xi   (l j  sin  j )  d i  sin i


j 1
;

i 1
 yi   (l j  cos  j )  d i  cos i

j 1


(5)

where di represents the interval between gravity position
to Li of linkage and ϕi the angle from linkage and vertical
axis. Furthermore, the derivate of position can be written
as
i 1

xi   (l j  j  sin  j )  d i  i  sin i


j 1
;

i 1
 y i   (l j  j  cos  j )  d i  i  cos i

j 1


(6)

Y

Combining the equation (1) to (6), the kinematic
analysis in vertical plane is shown:

M ( )    C ( ,)    G( )  Ts ;

Y i+1
Oi+1

(7)

where ϕ́́̏i is the angular acceleration; M(t) is the
symmetrical mass vector, C is the centripetal force vector,
G(t) stands for the gravitational force vector.
In this paper the kinematics is related to ankle on the
plantar-flexion movement with the aims of increasing the
degree of patients’ mobility. A trajectory learning
compares the kinematics of the ankle obtained with the
articulated mechanism to the healthy subject. It is
necessary to associate the x-y axis to the step cycle of the
patient, in time scale, as shown in Fig. 4. To describe this
particular trajectory was essential to model the foot
system as a triangle with vertices at the hallux, ankle and
heel position. At that time it was required to define two
angles: λ – the angle from the ankle to hallux; and φ – the
angle from ankle to heel. The expectations for walk
trajectory planning is based on λ and φ angles as
independent to patients and step distance [37]. It is
possible to measure the distance between ankle-hallux
and ankle-heel of a patient in order to estimate the step
trajectory. An iterative process is developed in order to
find the most advantageous mechanism design
configuration [38-43].
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Figure 5. the mechanism in instant t1 (a) and t2 (b)

A set of conventions has been recognized in
quantifying the device parameters. For example, the
rehabilitation walking step cannot exceed 555 mm in
order to guarantee patient’s safety and therapy
effectiveness, as extrapolated from gait analysis.
B. Motor Model
The mathematical model development was improved
with the actuator side. The output torque Tm of motor is
directly correlated to the feeding current

Tm  Sm  im ;
(a)

(8)

where Sm represents the torque reaction and im the
feeding current. According to (8), the relationship
between Vm and Tm can be formulated as:

T,m   A  Tm  S m Vm  S m  Fv  ;

(9)

where A is the resistance, Fv is the electromotive force, ω
is the angular velocity.
The generated model permits the measurement of the
motor current, to obtain the output torque. Through the
measured data of angular velocity, the control can operate
properly. On the base of equation (9) it is possible to
build a model in Simulink SW, as represented in Fig. 6.
(b)
Figure 4. Reference trajectory of hallux motion in X-direction (a) and
Y-direction (b)

The structure in Fig. 5 is the solution of the iterative
optimization phase. In addition the proposed architecture
allows the usage of one motor with the aim of performing
the movement of the articulated system.

Figure 6. Control strategy scheme

In the preliminary trials, motors receive as inputs a
group of step control voltage Vm and the actual angles of
joint are recorded. In order to perform Hardware in the
Loop validation the same control voltages are sent to
Simulink model and results are recorded. The outcomes
are tracking error less than 15%, the steady state
discrepancies from 5% to 10% mainly caused by the
friction characteristics, which need to be managed by
control architecture. In addition, for the duration of
rehabilitation training the mechanism requires to
overcome the reaction force of patient as the movement
of rehabilitation system is influenced by this unknown
disturbance. For this reason, a modular and adaptive
control strategy is useful to reduce the impact of
variability and suppress noise from patient.
C. Sensitivity Analysis of Mechanism
The understanding of the mechanism configuration is
of great importance for the precise trajectory for human
ankle rehabilitation. The main parameters investigated are:
crank length, connecting rod length and the distance
between the slider and the hallux position. In this paper,
the structural parameters of ankle rehabilitation
mechanism are optimized based on two function that
needed to be achieved, the customized walking distance
and the step hight.
The kinematic model is solved using an iterative
method imposing different input parameters and
analyzing the best solution in terms of trajectory
deviation of the planar mechanism considering the above
mentioned requirements. The software used in design
phase is MECAD, able to integrate pre-processing,
numerical analysis and post processing in an easy to use
environment. Each parameter under investigation is here
summarized with the focus of emphasize his impact on
the trajectory XY-plane, considering three level of
analysis (low, nominal and high). Fig. 7 shows the effect
of the distance between the slider and the hallux position
referred to the extremity of hallux motion during a
complete walking cycle in sagittal plane.
As can be seen the mechanism that resulted from the
optimization process shows significantly correspondence
with the requested path boundary. The nominal value
maximize the walking distance (limited at 555mm) and
the step hight with the setting of 155.90 mm.

The trajectory resulting from setting 250.00 mm is
shown with “EndH” legend, is not suitable for safety of
person in rehabilitation training. The setting of 85.00 mm
in dotted line “EndL” is not an effective solution due to
the lower working space respect to the nominal setup.
Then in the Fig. 8 the sensitivity analysis was
performed by the perturbation of the connecting rod, with
values of 360.00mm (low), 390.30 mm (nominal) and
500.00 mm (hight). In Fig. 9 the results of changing the
crank length, by imposing the following inputs
100.00mm (low), 191.40 mm (nominal) and 220.00 mm
(hight). In the described scenarios the boundaries are
fundamental in order to obtain the simulation
convergence and therapy safety aspects.
In fact the connecting rod leg lower boundary is close
to 350.00 mm. Note that the crank dimension over 200.00
mm leads to the risk for the end user. As a final
consideration, for each design, initial assembly is carried
out with slider and angle in the same position to facilitate
the comparison of performance.
As a final consideration, for each design, initial
assembly is carried out with slider and angle in the same
position to facilitate the comparison of performance.
Plots of walking length comprises average and whole
variability range for the one-level at time of parameters,
are presented in Figs. 10 (a), 10 (c) and 10 (e),
respectively.

Figure 8. XY - trajectory of walking cycle changing the connecting rod
length

Figure 9. Simulated path of walking cycle altering the crank length
Figure 7. Simulated trajectory of walking cycle varing the distance
slider-hallux
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Figure 10. Walking results (a) and Vertical movement (b) of hallux motion for sliding distance variation; Walking results (c) and Vertical
movement (d) of connecting rod length variation and Walking results (e) and Vertical movement (f) of crank variation
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Figure 11. Parameter: Sliding distance (a), Connecting rod length (b) and Crank (c)

In order to investigate the opportunity to use the
proposed mechanism for step rehabilitation the additional
function that needs to be achieve is the maximization of
vertical movement, with the purpose of obstacle passing
or stair climbing. The vertical movement achieved by
different configuration of the mechanism is reported in

Fig. 10(b), 10 (d) and 10 (f), for hallux-siding distance,
connecting rod and crank, respectively, as summarized in
Fig. 11 (a-c). Walking and step functions are maximized
by nominal configuration of mechanism parameters as:
crank length 191.40 mm, connecting rod 390.30 mm and
hallux-sliding distance 155.90 mm.

Figure 12. Control Strategy scheme

IV.

ROBUST CONTROL SCHEME AND RESULTS
TABLE II.

The rehabilitation mechanism needs to be controlled with
satisfying performance on predetermined task activity.
Therefore a regulator was synthetized to reduce mechanism
tracking error and limit the noise generated by the patients.
As presented in Fig. 12 the designed torque comprises of
two portions. The first one involves the planning torque of
the ideal joint Tg, while in the second one, torque T c is
considered to adjust the effect of mechanism variabilities
and noise. In working conditions, regulator process includes:
an reliable subcontroller to align torque Tc and a
proportional-integrative subcontroller to create the
predefined torque Tmd. The splitting parts are the
feedforward planning torque covering ideal joint torque T sd
as well as the compensation torque. The definition of the
trajectory error is as follows:
E  d   ;
(10)

Tsd  M ( )  (d  K d  E  K p  E)  C( ,)    G( );

(11)

Taking into consideration mechanism variance, such as
simulation error and external forces, uncertain item d is
introduced to quantify the mechanism variance.

  K  E  K  E  M 1  (T  d );
E
d
p
c

(12)

From equation (12), authors can know that if T c – d is
zero, and Kd, Kp are appropriately selected, then error tends
to zero in ideal state. With the aim of eliminating the effect
of mechanism variance and disturbance d, adjusted torque
Tc should be employed to ensure T c – d close to zero as for
the predetermined time. Instead of smoothing the
overshooting of adaptive regulator (AR) sub-controller and
in order to get a more accurate control performance a
proportional integrative sub-regulator is designed as

Vm  k1  ie  k 2   ie  dt  K v  ;

(13)

where k1, k2 are proportional and integral gain, respectively;
Vm is the adjusting voltage. Then, based on adjusted voltage
Vm, the resultant signals are directed to actuator drivers. To
validate the regulator efficacy, a simulation campaign has
been developed.
Parameters as, k1, k2, Kd, Kp, λ, ρ, δ are adjusted and
reviewed following the trajectory tracking performance, as
summarized in Table II.

Parameter
k1
k2
Kd
Kp
λ
ρ

CONTROLLER PARAMETER VALUES
Value
-0.45
0.01
15
56
1.5
10.5

The results of the verification of robust controller are
fully consistent with the simulation response. The desired
trajectory is aligned with the actual trajectory with minor
error. The results confirm that controller can overcome the
dynamics perturbation effectively. The lower limb
rehabilitation system designed in this paper helps stroke
patients to perform rehabilitation training, including range
of motion exercise. To validate the mechanism, authors
designed two experimental campaigns. In range of motion
therapy, one joint is trained, the other joints are fixed. In
this trial configuration, rehabilitation device works without
any patient. The campaign is a fundamental confirmation of
controller performance in theoretical environment. Fig. 13
(a) presents the range of motion tracking performance of
Ankle joint, while Fig. 13 (b) explains the control signals
and the outputs of actuator. From Fig. 13 (a) it is
highlighted that actual trajectory of therapy was aligned to
the desired trajectory. As shown in Fig. 13 (b), the control
and output signals of joints are all periodic and have a
satisfying reliability, due to the fact that the desired
trajectories are periodic as well and there was no
perturbation from subject for the duration of the experiment.
This test confirms that the concept of rehabilitation system
developed in this research is highly precise and the
regulator can refine tracking activities.
For validating the purpose of rehabilitation system, a set
of trials has been completed on healthy subjects. The device
drives the subject to desired path and the outcome of
evaluation are used to measure the performance.
Experimental results of gait training are shown in Fig. 14.
Fig. 14 (a) highlights that the device has an acceptable
performance in trajectory following with subject
intervention. It means that subject can obtain the arranged
therapy training by the assistance of this mechanism.
Considering the effect of response from subject, the
considered regulator wants to suppress the force and

deviations in reaching desired trajectory in this way an
increasing in performance can be achieved.

research can overcome the irregularities of subject
successfully.

(a)

(a)

(b)
Figure 13 Results of motion – Mechanism (a) tracking performance of
ankle joint; (b) control voltage and torque

(b)
Figure 14 Results of motion– (a) tracking performance of health ankle
joint; (b) control voltage and torque

Fig. 14 (b) shows that even if control signal is periodic, it
is diverse in each sequence as the controller procedure is
operating with the purpose of compensating force and
perturbation from patient during therapy exercise. As
response of subject is not constant, the control voltage
should change in accordance with compensation.
In conclusion with this experiment it is possible to show
that lower limb rehabilitation system considered in this

Table III shows a summary of the principal benefits and
restrictions of the ankle rehabilitation mechanism.
The future steps of the research will be found on
improvement of device portability, refining user-friendly
features, extend the rehabilitation at multi-joints at the same
time. The final purpose will be to test and validate the
rehabilitation device involving patients, physiotherapists
and physicians.

TABLE III.

AN ASSESSMENT OF THE MAIN BENEFITS AND RESTRICTIONS OF THE PROPOSED MECHANISM
Benefits

Margins

Robot is suitable for different patients:
individual customization is the adding-value due to trajectory-kinematics
parameters setting and actuation system selection.

Passive Motion:
the system currently does not consider the three main joints of lower limb.

Repeatability of movement:
the system architecture based on a parallel mechanic can guarantee
precision of movement while the patient’s body remains stationary

A friendly interface for robot user:
A touch panel, will enable robot user easily enter the parameters and
instructions. A portable device allows user to set parameters at a
comfortable location.

Adaptive control:
the rehabilitation mode brings joint training and gait training with easily and
accurate control of each joint and avoids the overload. Usually the
rehabilitation robots are position-based control, while this innovative
control method is structure-based to provide torque assistance.

Integration with virtual reality scenarios:
Patient will potentially perform ankle training under awareness exercise
mode, a virtual training scenario integrating with patient rehabilitation
information will stimulate the robot user to concentrate on training and
make the rehabilitation become an attractive activity.

V.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a reconfigurable single DOF
system with a designed and a validated controller. The
mechanism focuses on ankle joint, and can be adapted to
the connections for fitting and customizing the subject
dimensions. Using a modular and flexible configuration a
rehabilitation system is able to provide and guarantee the
rehabilitation cycle and passive torque assistance during
the required therapy.
The mechatronic model is composed by kinematic and
motor perspective. Authors studied and validated the
hardware in the loop using SW modelling and trials,
demonstrating that the concept highly considers the
mechanism dynamics. The suggested controller is based
on planning torque in feedforward network as long as an
adaptive procedure is synthetized in the feed-back loop to
reduce the mechanism deviations and perturbation from
end-user subject. Using software simulations the ankle
motion is successfully demonstrated by the rehabilitation
system.
In the described campaigns, rehabilitation exercises are
executed with the aim of testing controller performance
with and without subject reaction.
In conclusion the system performs rehabilitation tasks
with acceptable tracking error in passive education of
movement. The possibility to include analysis performed
on patients should improve the dynamic control and the
clinical effectiveness quantifying the ability and the
progress during training process.
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